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The dismissal to Liu Ruolan, for whatever she did, she still couldn't stop Bo Xiao. In
fact, now Bo Xiao had ordered that he didn't want to see Liu Ruolan's face.
Now, the situation was like this. Liu Ruolan couldn't see Liu Juan and Bo Xiao didn't
want to see Liu Ruolan, but Bo Xiao and Liu Juan were seeing each other every single
day. The situation in Liu Ruolan's mind got worse and worse which in turn elevated
her hatred for her sister, even more, these days. She couldn't understand it, why not
once from the beginning had she been placed in his eyes?
And this scene wasn't hidden from anyone. So now everyone had two words in their
minds whenever they saw or heard about Bo Xiao, Liu Ruolan & Liu Juan and that
was- 'Love Triangle'
Where Bo Xiao and Liu Juan seemed to be a couple and Liu Ruolan seemed to be a
third party in their relationship.
Bo Xiao knew what was in everyone's mind and he didn't bother to put his attention to
this nonsense. Liu Juan didn't know what was happening outside the hospital, so she
just put her attention on her recovery. The only one who seemed to be very much
affected by this was Liu Ruolan.
Now, her mind was fully preoccupied with the planning of how to make Bo Xiao's
under her control and remove Liu Juan. Now Liu Ruolan's love for Bo Xiao was
turning into craziness of wanting to control her lover and didn't seem to be bothered of
whether Bo Xiao wanted to be hers or not.
She wanted him to be with her and that was all that mattered to Liu Ruolan!
Whereas, Liu Juan had fully recovered now, so it was time to put their plan into action
to fulfill their deal.

Bo Xiao had organized many missions in the continuation of the mission which was
related to getting the control of South America under Bo Xiao. He also specifically
included Liu Juan in his team as a step related to their plan.
Bo Xiao and Liu Juan's plan was very simple. Like their boss had said on Liu Juan's
first day here, that 'Liu Juan from onwards, you will live here under Bo Xiao's care.'.

Both of them wanted to let their boss know that Liu Juan was really under the care of
Bo Xiao and he could leave Liu Juan here without any worry. Once, the man left Bo
Xiao's villa then Bo Xiao would organize one more mission in which he would declare
Liu Juan and Liu Ruolan's fake death. After that, Bo Xiao would get the position of
their boss without any rival and Liu Juan and Liu Ruolan would get freedom as well.
Wasn't it a perfect plan?
Yes, it was.
However, unfortunately for them, it wouldn't seem to be fulfilled because if the man
wasn't able to understand what was running in Liu Juan's mind and wasn't able to
guess what was happening between Bo Xiao and Liu Juan, then he would not have
been their boss.
If the butler was thinking that his boss ordered him to stop Liu Ruolan from meeting
Liu Juan only for his entertainment then he was a foolish person.
And of course, he was really a foolish person. Moreover, not only the butler was
foolish, but also all of the men were also foolish as it seemed that no one understood
their boss. He just pretended to be in his position as having entertainment, but in
reality, he didn't waste a single breath without using it properly and what was more, in
all of his men, Bo Xiao was included but Xin Chao was excluded because he was the
only person who understood his boss.
However, don't worry, everyone would understand their boss once they would realize
that Bo Xiao and Liu Juan's plan flopped badly that there would be no way for a
turnaround and then it would be too late for Liu Juan.
****
The next morning as they planned, Liu Juan and Bo Xiao would be leaving for their
mission. During the last two months, Liu Juan wanted to meet Liu Ruolan but she had
not once shown up even for a single second in front of Liu Juan.
Liu Juan knew there was some misunderstanding that was created between her and her
big sister and she wanted to clear it out.
But not now…
Liu Juan had to wait until their boss would leave this villa. Then she would clear all
the misunderstanding with Liu Ruolan and both the sisters would complete their last
mission in hopes of the result to get the freedom from this life for a beautiful future.

However, Liu Juan didn't know that her big sister would have created a plan for her
death with the help of their boss. As for the matter regarding clearing the
misunderstanding between both the sisters. It would be too late for it.
"Everything has been arranged. I hope you are ready for it!" Liu Juan was standing
near the window thinking about her blissful childhood with her big sister and then a
familiar manly voice brushed through her ears making her come back to her senses.
"Hmmm...I am ready. You don't have to worry about me. Just remember to fulfill your
promise. If anything happens to me, Please take care of my big sister." Liu Juan turned
around and responded to Bo Xiao.
Liu Juan's body was still weak, so there was a possibility that she would die during the
mission as a result, Bo Xiao and Liu Juan made one more deal that Liu Juan would
make sure about the success of this mission even if she would die during it. While Bo
Xiao would save Liu Ruolan's life as Liu Juan told Bo Xiao about her deal with their
boss.
This mission was very important and it couldn't get delayed, so Liu Juan became a part
of this mission even if she wasn't fully recovered and that was why she had made one
more deal with Bo Xiao.

